The prepro vasoactive intestinal contractor (VIC)/endothelin-2 gene (EDN2): structure, evolution, production, and embryonic expression.
Murine vasoactive intestinal contractor (VIC) and its human analog endothelin-2 (ET2) are potent vasoactive hormones composed of 21 amino acids. To study the structural characteristics of the VIC/ET2 gene (HGMW-approved symbol EDN2), we isolated the full length of the mouse VIC gene. Sequence analysis indicates that a biologically active mature VIC peptide is produced from a 175-residue precursor protein; preproVIC (PPVIC). Several remarkable similarities of the PPVIC gene to the human preproendothelin-1 gene strongly suggest that the two genes have arisen from a common progenitor by gene duplication. Transfection of ACHN adenocarcinoma cells with the cDNA resulted in the production of VIC peptide. VIC production was increased by the deletion of the 3'-untranslated region, which contains an AU-rich mRNA destabilizing sequence. Increased PPVIC gene expression during the late embryonic stage suggests an important function in development. This study provides the basis for disruption and regulation analysis of the gene, which may lead to a better understanding of VIC/ET2's physiological significance.